Armor & Mobility’s Annual Tactical
Gear Guide is developed to provide
readers with a look at some of the
critical equipment and gear that
the nation’s Joint servicemembers
rely on to complete their mission. It
is a fair compendium of individual
products highlighted for their primary
purposes and categorized according to
functional intent. As part of the guide,
manufacturers have the option of
relaying additional information on how
users may best acquire these products.
With transitional U.S. commitment
in Afghanistan and the likelihood of
continued deployments to regional
hotspots, today’s servicemembers
must have access to the newest and
most efficient means of equipment to
help them succeed in any combat or
humanitarian scenario. The Gear Guide
covers a wide array of military gear
and protective technologies with the
participating manufacturers’ products
used in combat, law enforcement,
and by first responders. Due to space
limitations, this guide covers only
a small segment of technologies
available with products highlighted
in a representative sampling of new
developments available in the various
categories listed.

Spc. Brian Danville of Canton, Mich. (top), and Spc. Joshua Herron of Erin, Tenn., paratroopers with B Co, 1st
Battalion, 325th Airborne Infantry Regiment, 2nd Brigade Combat Team, 82nd Airborne Division, pull security
while other troopers clear a building during pre-combat training at Camp Taji Jan. 26
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The Guide is only meant as a useful
tool to provide product reference
information relevant to the broader
defense community.
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Headgear (Optics, Helmets, Headphones)
The modern-day servicemember must have the newest equipment in order to succeed in the field.
Innovations in optics, lights and headphones have allowed today’s infantryman or special operator to get the
job done with the latest in headgear technology, making what was once a communication task a lot easier.
Noise-reducing headphones, a rifle optic, and tactical light are just a few of the samples featured.

Trijicon
Built to withstand the rigors of
combat, the Trijicon Miniature Rifle
Optic (MRO) is light, rugged,
easy to use, mount and zero.
With high-battery life and
a clear field of view it does
everything you can ask of a
red dot sight. Trijicon’s MRO
ensures longevity, dependability,
and usability in the real world.
The shortened optical length and large objective of the MRO
virtually eliminates the tube effect. With 5 years of continuous
use on a single 2032 battery, the dot is bright, crisp and always

visible. The MRO is parallax free, or without a difference in
position viewed in line of sight, with infinite eye relief for quick
and accurate engagement no matter the position. Placing the
adjustment knob on top keeps things ambidextrous. The MRO
features eight brightness settings, including two that are night
vision compatible, and one extremely bright setting for use
with lights or in bright outdoor conditions. With a 2MOA dot,
you get fast target acquisition up close without washing out or
losing the target at longer ranges. Tested to operate in extreme
temperatures, the MRO is waterproof to 100 feet, chemical
and corrosion resistant, and housed in 7075-T6 Aluminum to
withstand the harshest conditions.
More info: trijicon.com

PML7043-2 Rev(15.0)

THE ALL NEW

TRIJICON
MRO™
(Minature Rifle Optic)

FORGED

IN THE SAME FIRE
AS THE BATTLE PROVEN

ACOG®

2.0 MOA
© 2015 Trijicon, Inc. Wixom, MI USA

1-800-338-0563

www.trijicon.com
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Streamlight

FLIR

The Streamlight Sidewinder® Rescue is a lightweight tactical
light that also functions as a personal distress marker in water
rescues and other emergencies. Its 185-degree articulating
head features a “slide-in-place” diffuser that projects
omnidirectional light that can be seen from multidirectional
viewpoints. It provides four LED colors, multiple intensity
levels, and a strobe, giving tactical personnel a distress
marker without the need for filters that can be lost or broken.
When operated with two AA alkaline
batteries, it delivers more than 100
hours of run time on low for its white
C4 LED; 150 plus hours for its blue
and green LEDs, and more than 200
hours for its infrared LED. The light also
accepts lithium AA batteries for extended
operation in extreme temperature
environments (-40o F to 150o F).
More info: streamlight.com

The FLIR
ThermoSight T75
is an uncooled
weapon sight
that doubles
as a portable
reconnaissance
scope. It is
designed to work with all combat optics and rapidly adaptable
to various weapon platforms. Optimized as a direct view
thermal sight, it can be used in front of a day optics as a clipon, or as a standalone thermal sight for mission flexibility. The
T75 is rugged, small, and lightweight minimizing impact on
the host weapon and reducing operator fatigue. Its ergonomic
user interface allows operators to keep positive control of the
weapon’s aimpoint while adjusting the sight. The T75 provides
crisp imagery though total darkness, smoke, dust, and most
other obscurants. The supply chain of the technology inside
the T75 is controlled by FLIR ensuring long term support and
service.
More info: flir.com

Introducing the
Sidewinder Rescue.
®

Personal Distress Marker Light

It has all of the functions of a Sidewinder® with White, Blue,
Green and IR LEDs. Select from 50 BPM or 110 BPM for a ground
based location signal or a water rescue distress beacon. It
can be used for pre-ﬂight checks, as a cockpit illuminator, or
to conduct covert or eye-safe in-ﬂight activities. Powered by
AA batteries and ﬁts all existing mounts for combat, ﬂight,
and operator style helmets. With the new Sidewinder Rescue
from Streamlight, make sure no one gets left in the dark.

55 lumen bright white
for general lighting

NSN# 6230015812486
tacticaldefensemedia.com
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Otto
The new H3 headset with patented
SureFire EarLock® Retention
rings and Noise-Reducing Filters
incorporates ground breaking
technology in hearing protection.
Sounds at safe levels, including
normal speech, are allowed to pass
through and can be clearly heard,
while potentially harmful noises are
reduced via a proprietary design that
incorporates a special Noise-Reducing Filter. A unique switch on
the filters enables the user to control the amount of ambient noise
that passes into the ear. In the open position, the Noise-Reducing
Filters allow ambient sounds and conversations to be heard
clearly. In very high noise environments, placing the switch in the
closed position increases noise-blocking effectiveness.
The benefits of the Hurricane design include a noisecanceling boom microphone and the ability to wear the headset
under a helmet or cap. The OTTO H3 with SureFire’s Patented
EarLock® Retention Ring and Noise-Reducing Filters balances
excellent noise reduction with the ability to hear ambient sounds
or conversations, all while maintaining clear radio communication.
Recommended for shooting ranges, public safety applications,
and any noise-pervasive environments.
More info: ottofedmil.com

Photonis
PHOTONIS offers a color digital, low-light platform for tactical
applications. The Nocturn series of CMOS cameras are
optimized for day-through-night imaging without the need for
any type of secondary illumination source, enabling use for
for long-range surveillance, reconnaissance, vehicle perimeter
security, or night driving. Nocturn digital solutions can also be
used for near-to-eye applications, including monoculars, rifle
scopes, and weapon sights.
Nocturn digital cameras provide full color in daylight through
low light conditions. In extreme low light (below quarter moon),
the camera will default to monochrome to preserve its high
dynamic range and enhance scene understanding. In addition,
it provides a broad spectral response sensitivity from 3501100nm at standard frame rates in SXGA (1280x1024) resolution.
On-board image processing provides automatic gain control
and other image correction options to guarantee high image
quality. The cameras also support on-screen display for text and
graphics.
Nocturn cameras support a wide range of common video
and connection standards and some models are size, weight
and performance-optimized for simple integration or
retrofit of existing systems. The unit is also offered
as an integration platform for custom
designs.
More info:
nocturncamera.com
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Protective Gear
Today’s enemy is becoming more stealth and brutal
in its tactics, so it is only logical that the common
soldier or Marine have ample protection to fend
off unconventional threats. Methods of explosive
detection, armored vehicles and the latest in
protective suits provide today’s servicemember
with necessary tools in order to successfully carry
out their mission.
Battelle
Battelle’s
armored
vehicles provide
protection and
survivability
from ballistic
threats and
effective onand off-road performance for military, security and commercial
needs.
Integrated Ballistic Protection with Superor Performance:
• Customized integration on various platforms per client
specifications with tactical, discreet OEM appearance and
proven performance with numerous variants
• Integrated 360-degree protection with overlaps/returns and an
integration approach to minimize seams, welding
• Operational windows with block-style transparent armor, for
emergency egress and fuel tank self-sealing ballistic coating
Durability:
• Enhanced suspension, reinforced chassis to withstand harsh
operating environments, increased vehicle weight, payload and
underbody skid plates to protect vulnerable areas
• Custom heavy-duty door hinges with reinforced OEM sheet
metal in critical areas and reinforced front, rear bumpers
• Armor design provides improved roll-over protection
Performance:
• Engine performance upgrades increase horsepower, torque
• Locking differentials, upgraded gearing for improved traction,
acceleration
• Suspension systems designed, tuned and tested to improve onroad handling, off-road mobility
• All-terrain tires, heavy duty wheels with run-flat and/or bead-lock
technologies
• Single and dual high-output alternator with 12 and 28 volt
options
• High–idle kit for increased alternator output while stationary
and extended range with high-capacity fuel tank
More info: battelle.org
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FLIR
Fido X3
The FLIR Fido X3 is the lightest and most
sensitive handheld explosives trace detector
in its class. Its unique TrueTrace™ detection
technology identifies military, conventional,
homemade, and liquid explosive threats by
class on surfaces (particulate) and in bottles
(vapor). With a magnesium case and splashproof seal, its rugged design meets rigorous
MIL-STD-810G and IP54 specifications. It
starts from cold in five minutes and has a
battery that lasts up to eight hours. With
clear-down measured in seconds, operators
spend more time sampling and less time
waiting. Fido X3 expedites on-site decision
making with ten-second threat reporting
via intuitive, go/no-go alarms. Training can
be completed in 30 minutes, further minimizing the impact
on day-to-day operations and costs. With thousands of
units fielded in over 40 countries, the Fido X-series handheld
explosives trace detector targets critical security applications.

W.L. Gore
Multi-Threat Suits made with durable GORE® CHEMPAK®
ultra barrier fabric enable you to operate more effectively in
demanding environments. Certified to NFPA 1994, Class 2,
Multi-Threat Suits provide protection against a broad range
of toxic industrial chemicals and chemical warfare agents.
GORE® CHEMPAK® ultra barrier fabric is engineered with
increased durability to resist cuts, tears, and abrasion, while
providing the necessary level of protection required for hot
zone missions. This added durability enables the user to
remain protected in physically-demanding environments.
Additionally, this fabric helps manage heat stress better,
which enables you to remain on scene longer. The patented outer
surface of the fabric promotes evaporative cooling by dissipating
body heat after the garment is wet down, and water evaporates
off the outer textile.
Available in front- and rear-entry designs, the form-fitting MultiThreat suits with GORE®CHEMPAK® ultra barrier fabric give you
unencumbered movement, increased range of motion, improved
peripheral vision, and enhanced dexterity.
More info: GoreChempak.com/multithreat

identiFINDER®
R300
The FLIR identiFINDER R300 is
the world’s highest performing,
pager-sized Spectroscopic
Personal Radiation Detector (SPRD).
It provides continuous detection
capability and full threat identification.
The R300 can be deployed in place
of existing personal radiation detectors
with the added capability of identifying the
radioisotope present. The simple two-button user interface
facilitates expedited threat response. Visible, audible, and
tactile alarms rapidly alert the operator via the easy-to-read
color display. On-board Bluetooth®, web server, and GPS
technologies make interagency communication efficient. From
One Touch Reachback™ to reliable radioisotope identification,
the R300 is the most advanced SPRD available. With enough
detector resolution to resolve complex spectra and enough
stopping power to identify the full ANSI N42.48 library, the
identiFINDER R300 is the ideal solution for belt-worn passive
scanning, security checkpoints, border patrol, and first
response.
More info: flir.com

tacticaldefensemedia.com
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Medical Gear
In a world where warfare is changing at a breakneck pace, it is important that the men and women in the field
have access to high-end medical equipment should life-threatening injuries occur while in combat. These
innovative medical devices are built to withstand extreme temperatures, prevent medical situations from spiraling
out of control, and even allow doctors to perform routine practices on the battlefield as they would in triage.
Heart Sync

Abbott

The HALO VENT was
developed specifically for
injuries with excessive
bleeding, heavy perspiration,
and for use in wet and
extreme environments.
The HALO VENT features
a highly aggressive adhesive, ensuring that it will conform and
adhere to all contours of a patient’s body. Durable packaging
and material maintains the product’s integrity when folded or
crumpled; and a large pull tab facilitates easy, quick application.
The HALO VENT includes one vented and one non-vented seal.
This system is used by many military, EMS and law enforcement
services domestically and internationally. The HALO VENT is
manufactured in the U.S.A.
Features such as: one vented and one non-vented seal;
Total occlusion with excessive blood, dirt or heavy perspiration
present; Oval shape; Non-sterile; Large pull tabs to facilitate
removal or venting of wound; No residue once removed;
Durable protective packaging Integrity maintained when folded;
Performing temperature range up to 140°F; 3-year shelf life;
Dimensions: 6.5” x 5.5”; Manufactured in the USA; No latex
used in the manufacturing of this product.

The i-STAT® System
is an advanced,
handheld diagnostic
tool that provides
real-time, lab-quality
results for patient
point-of-care testing
within minutes to
accelerate the patient
care decision-making
process. The i-STAT is
lightweight and portable, and offers the most comprehensive
testing menu in a single patient-side platform. Its broad menu
of CLIA Waived and Non-Waived tests include chemistries,
electrolytes, blood gases, cardiac markers, coagulation,
lactate, and hematology. The advanced biosensor technology
of the i-STAT System® enables health care professionals
to be able to access real-time, lab-quality results within
minutes, rather than hours in decentralized clinical and field
environments where sample logistics, patient transportation,
and result-reporting problems have a direct impact on the
quality of patient care. By accelerating the availability of
diagnostic test results, the i-STAT System® provides health
care professionals with the information they need to make
treatment decisions sooner, which may lead to enhanced
quality of care and improved system efficiency.
040189 Rev. A 8/15

More info: curaplex.com

Zoll
The ZOLL EMV+® 731 Series
Ventilator is a rugged, full-featured
and portable critical care ventilator
designed to meet military and
civilian transport standards. The
EMV+ is ideal for aeromedical and
ambulance transport of infants (≥5
kg), pediatric patients, and adults.
At 9.7 pounds (4.4 kg), the EMV+ is
lightweight yet rugged and features
an energy-efficient integrated,
high-flow compressor and
oxygen system. The unprecedented 10-hour battery run time
and multiple source power system allow operating and rapid
charging using any power source. For military users, the EMV+
has Airworthiness Release and is safe to fly on rotary and fixedwing Army, Air Force, and Navy aircraft. The fully transflective
LCD, Silent and Dark mode capability allow operation in all light
conditions.

More info: abbottpointofcare.com

H&H
The Bolin Chest Seal is clinically proven
to manage and control sucking chest
wounds using aggressive hydrogel
adhesive and three one-way
valves to release pressure in the
chest. Now with a five-year shelf
life for all our IFAK products, H&H
Medical continues to lead the way
in creating products that are Military
Grade and Battle Tested.
More info: gohandh.com

More info: zoll.com
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RDT

Z-Medica

Tempus Pro More Than
Just a Monitor is a fully
capable vital signs monitor
in a highly ruggedized
package with a battery life
from 10 ¾ to 14 hours,
incorporating a powerful
processor that enables the
monitor to integrate with
new capabilities and features including hardware (ultrasound)
and software (algorithms) over the life of the product.
Weighing 6 pounds, Tempus Pro is the lightest, most robust
pre-hospital monitor. With the highest Ingress Protection rating
of IP66, its touch driven color display and intuitive interface
makes the monitor easy to use, with no need to manually enter
patient data. An electronic version of the TCCC card is built
into the monitor and is automatically populated with patient vital
sign information. Drugs, interventions, and extraneous notes
can be easily entered into the patient record and sent wired or
wirelessly via the ReachBak telemedicine capability into any
computer without the need for special software.

QuikClot Combat
Gauze® is the firstchoice hemostatic
dressing for all five
branches of the U.S.
military, with proven
effectiveness in both
laboratory research
and on the battlefield,
and with more
combat applications
than other hemostatic
dressings. QuikClot
Combat Gauze is a non-woven gauze impregnated with kaolin,
which is a naturally occurring, inorganic mineral that accelerates
the body’s natural clotting process. When applied with pressure,
QuikClot Combat Gauze accelerates the clotting cascade and
provides a stronger blood clot in minutes. QuikClot Combat
Gauze is the hemostatic dressing of choice by CoTCCC.
More info: z-medica.com

More info: rtdltd.com

THE ONLY CONSTANT IS CHANGE
PREPARE YOURSELF FOR IT

NO COST TO ACTIVE MILITARY
AND GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES

NOVEMBER 16-18 2015 | NORFOLK, VA
The three day event will provide a forum for dialogue
between industry and the Naval Special Warfare
(NSW) and Navy Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD)
communities regarding solutions to win the current
fight, as well as requirements to posture to win the
future fight.

Top Three Benefits of Attending:

SEPTEMBER 15-18, 2015

VIRGINIA BEACH CONVENTION CENTER AND HOLIDAY INN
WWW.VIRGINIAHAZMAT.ORG

1. Hear and meet major thought-leaders in NSW,
including Counter Terrorism (CT) and Irregular
Warfare (IW), Navy EOD, and other Maritime
Special Operations experts.
2. Invaluable networking time with military and
industry allowing you to obtain valuable
information on manning, training, and
equipping programs, as well as updates and
gaps in existing systems.
3. Attend panel discussions with key NSW, Navy
EOD and other SOCOM stakeholders.

Membership Application
Name:

www.navy.specialoperationssummit.com | 1-800-882-8684 | idga@idga.org

Organization Affiliation:

(Check the street address and email address where you want to receive association information)

❏ Home Address:
tacticaldefensemedia.com
City:

State:

Zip:

❏ E-mail:
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FutureTech

Reconfigured to Stryker
Amidst further downsizing confirmed
by the U.S. Army, the Washington
National Guard got good news.
The Guard’s 81st Armored Brigade
announced it will shed its heavy tanks
and armor to convert into a more nimble
Stryker configuration.
Strykers are versatile, eight-wheeled
troop carriers that can drive on and
off-road. MG Bret Daugherty is the
Washington National Guard’s top
commander. He said the Stryker vehicles
will be more useful in case of natural
disaster in the Northwest.
“We love our tanks and our Bradley
Fighting Vehicles and our armored
artillery, but those vehicles are not going
to help us much in the event of a big
earthquake,” Daugherty said. “Whereas,
these wheeled vehicles would.”
“More than just having the mobility,
these things have all got state-of-the-art
digital radio technology on board,” he
added. “So when all the cell towers are
not working and the power lines come
down, these things will be a tremendous
asset for our state domestically.”
Under the Army’s realignment plans,
the Washington Guard will inherit its
Strykers from an active duty brigade
in Hawaii that is slimming down. The
soon-to-be surplus heavy armor will be
turned back to the Army for possible use
elsewhere.
More info: mil.wa.gov/81st-brigade

Kairos Autonomi

FutureTech

Rapidly Installable Robotic Appliqué
Kits, or RIRAKs, hold the answer to
near term deployment of combat vehicle
robotic systems.
There are two edges to the
autonomous UGV continuum – leading
and trailing. Leading edge systems are
singular test beds for various technology
efforts. These systems expand the
envelope of the possible but lack
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stability and costs required for viable
deployment. The continuum trailing
edge includes production UGV systems.
They contain surviving, effective UGV
technologies, limited with focused
features and functions driven by cost
and reliability. Without the leading edge,
the trailing edge does not exist. Without
a trailing edge, deployment does not
exist.
The robotic appliqué kit market
focus is twofold - custom appliqué kits
are created to prove new technologies
(leading) and production appliqué
kits are created to perform specific
automations (trailing).
A primary delineator between
custom and production appliqué kits
is the installation time into the vehicle
and the commitment of the vehicle to
the appliqué kit. The total cost of an
appliqué kit based UGV includes the
cost of the vehicle, kit, installation and
training. Maintenance is excluded.

Fidelity Technologies
The Man Portable Ex-GEN DEFENDER
from Fidelity Technologies Corporation
addresses portable electric power
requirements, specifically designed, built
and tested with military users in mind.
Utilizing innovative patented
technology, this lightweight, portable
generator operates on military
grade JP-8 or F-24 fuel and starts
dependably in even the most austere
climates without the need for any
starting agents. Rigorously tested
for harsh environments, this durable
and compact generator automatically
maintains optimum internal operating
temperatures for peak performance.
With a dry weight of less than 33
pounds, the Ex-GEN DEFENDER
provides users with a true expeditionary
portable generator that supplies a
continuous 900 watts (1000kW Peak) of
clean AC power.
More info: fidelitytech.com

If the installation time of the robotic
appliqué kit is driven to zero, it can
be installed and removed at will. The
vehicle is not committed to be a UGV
except when required, enabling pointof-use robotics. Total cost of the UGV
is significantly reduced because vehicle,
installation and training costs fall out of
the equation. The cost is fully contained
in the RIRAK. The vehicle can be
located anywhere.

complimentary

subscription
www.tacticaldefensemedia.com
Scan the code to sign up now!

More info: kairosautonomi.com
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JANUARY 19–22, 2016

SANDS EXPO CENTER | LAS VEGAS, NEVADA

Get hands on with the latest firearms, ammunition, safety and tactical gear when
you attend the SHOT Show. This is your best opportunity to connect with other
branches of authority, review procurement trends and discuss in-field challenges
directly with the manufacturers developing the equipment to protect your troops.
With more than 1,600 manufacturers and suppliers, the SHOT Show is the
industry’s largest dedicated exhibit for firearms and tactical weaponry.

TOO GOOD TO MISS
APPLY TODAY!
SHOTSHOW.ORG/AM

OWNED BY:

The SHOT Show is a trade-only event. Proof of professional affiliation required.
Promo Code: PA16MA

